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Abstract
Introduction: The impact of remote monitoring (RM) on clinical outcomes in
heart failure (HF) patients with cardiac resynchronisation therapy-defibrillator (CRT-D) implantation is controversial. This study sought to evaluate
the performance of an RM follow-up protocol using modified criteria of the
PARTNERS HF trial in comparison with a conventional follow-up scheme.
Material and methods: We compared cardiovascular (CV) mortality (primary
endpoint) and hospitalisation events for decompensated HF, and the number of ambulatory in-office visits (secondary endpoint) in CRT-D implanted
patients with automatic RM utilising daily transmissions (RM group, n = 45)
and conventional follow-up (CFU group, n = 43) in a single-centre observational study.
Results: After a median follow-up of 25 months, a significant advantage
was seen in the RM group in terms of CV mortality (1 vs. 6 death event,
p = 0.04), although RM follow-up was not an independent predictor for CV
mortality (HR = 0.882; 95% CI: 0.25–3.09; p = 0.845). Patient CV mortality
was independently influenced by hospitalisation events for decompensated
HF (HR = 3.24; 95% CI: 8–84; p = 0.022) during follow-up. We observed
significantly fewer hospitalisation events for decompensated HF (8 vs. 29
events, p = 0.046) in the RM group. Furthermore, a decreased number of
total (161 vs. 263, p < 0.01) and unnecessary ambulatory in-office visits
(6 vs.19, p = 0.012) were seen in the RM group as compared to the CFU group.
Conclusions: Follow-up of CRT-D patients using automatic RM with daily
transmissions based on modified PARTNERS HF criteria enabled more effective ambulatory interventions leading indirectly to improved CV survival.
Moreover, RM directly decreased the number of HF hospitalizations and ambulatory follow-up burden compared to CRT-D patients with conventional
follow-up.
Key words: survival, follow-up, heart failure, cardiac resynchronisation
therapy, remote monitoring.

Introduction
Cardiac resynchronisation therapy (CRT) provides an evidence-level
treatment manner in a well selected subgroup of patients with advanced
systolic heart failure and functional dyssynchrony. Cardiac resynchronisa-
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tion therapy is a proven method to reduce symptoms, morbidity (hospitalisations), and mortality
in heart failure patients responding or super-responding to therapy [1, 2]. Remote monitoring of
patients with cardiac implantable devices (CIED) in
heart failure has an established recommendation
according to the currently available heart failure
guidelines of the European Society of Cardiology
(ESC) [3]. Cardiac resynchronisation therapy-defibrillators (CRT-D), capable of remote monitoring
(RM) function, transmit numerous measurable patient- and device-related data on a predetermined
time basis or even immediately if a critical event
is observed by the implanted device. Detection
alerts and transmission algorithms depend on the
manufacturer of the system.
It has been shown that RM is a safe and reliable
method in the follow-up of patients with advanced
heart failure and implantable cardiac defibrillators
(ICD) [4–8]. The detection times of major adverse
clinical events such as arrhythmia events, silent
atrial fibrillation, inappropriate ventricular shocks,
and even device-related malfunction and impending heart failure events are significantly shorter
than with conventional in-office follow-up [7–10].
The PARTNERS HF study investigated 694 CRT
defibrillator patients with remote monitoring and
continuous multi-parameter monitoring for heart
failure. Monthly review of monitored parameters
and patients with positive combined heart failure
diagnostics of long-lasting atrial fibrillation and/or
high ventricular rate, low biventricular pacing ratio,
abnormal autonomic signs (elevated resting heart
rate, low heart rate variability), decreased patient
activity, and high thoracic fluid index had a 5.5-fold
increase in the risk for heart failure hospitalisations within the subsequent month. Evaluation
of heart failure device diagnostics more frequent
than one week improved the ability to risk stratify
patients for subsequent heart failure events [11].
Although previous result are well proven, the
exact alerting thresholds for each detection parameter are still debated, and a novel heart failure
detection algorithm and effective intervention are
highly warranted to prevent worsening heart failure-related hospitalisation and death.
Remote monitored heart failure patients implanted with cardiac implantable devices (CIEDS)
show contradicting outcome results regarding
survival, hospitalisation, and institutional ambulatory burden in prospective randomised studies
and meta-analyses [12–16].
Nevertheless, several trials proved an equivocal
decrease in institutional ambulatory burden and
cost effectiveness in the care of remote monitored
patients [17–22].
In this study, we tested our institutional RM
heart failure detection algorithm protocol using
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adapted and refined PARTNERS HF criteria for
an automated daily transmission enabling RM
system (Biotronik Home Monitoring ™). We assumed that refined RM detection criteria and early
interventions aiming at prevention of decompensated heart failure events can decrease heart failure-related hospitalisations and increase survival
compared to a conventional ‘ambulatory-only’followed patient group, without increasing hospital ambulatory burden or the number of unscheduled in-office patient evaluations in an RM-followed patient group of CRT-D-implanted patients.

Material and methods
Study design
This investigation was a single-centre retrospective observational pilot study involving 2 parallel cohorts consisting of heart failure patients.
All patients were implanted with Biotronik Ifo
ria™ CRT-D devices from 2014 January to 2017
December in our university referral hospital. Patients received a de novo implanted CRT-D device
in accordance with the current ESC guidelines for
heart failure therapy [3]. All implanted CRT-D devices were eligible for remote monitoring. Cardio
messenger™ remote transmission devices were
provided by the manufacturer, and the availability was not continuous during the implantation
period. The opportunity for remote monitoring
and device remote follow-up was offered to every patient before implantation if an RM eligible
Iforia device and Cardiomessenger device were
available at the same time. Remote transmission
device availability was the main selection criterion, whether a patient was followed with remote
monitoring or not.
Conventionally followed patients received an
Iforia CRT-D device capable of RM function, as
well. Only 1 of 44 patients in the conventionally
followed (CFU) group refused remote monitoring
follow-up; this patient was excluded from the
study. The other 43 patients in the CFU group had
no possibility to receive a remote transmission device at the time of implantation.
Patients were non-randomised is this study,
but it should be noted that no significant differences were observed in the most important baseline characteristics between the 2 patient groups.
All patients signed a written informed consent
form. All CRT-D devices and the automatic daily
basis tele-monitoring system (Home Monitoring)
were provided by Biotronik (Biotronik SE & Co., KG,
Berlin, Germany). Biotronik devices with a Home
Monitoring remote monitoring system were chosen for the retrospective analysis because the system provides daily transmission based automatic
remote monitoring, and the specific device was
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the most available in our institute at the time of
device implantations.
Follow-up data of 88 de novo CRT-D-implanted patients were collected and analysed. The remote monitored CRT-D-implanted patients (RM
group, n = 45) were followed with automatic daily
transmission-based continuous remote monitoring, and remote interrogation of the device was
performed every 3 months. At least one scheduled yearly in-office follow-up visit was agreed
with these patients. Alerts were received based
on Home Monitoring’s intrinsic alert algorithm.
Remote transmissions, including alerts, were observed daily by a competent nurse staff, and all
the relevant transmissions were immediately forwarded to a device/heart failure specialist.
CRT-D-implanted patients with conventional follow-up (CFU group, n = 43) had a scheduled in-clinic
ambulatory appointment every 3–6 months during
follow-up, depending on the treating cardiologist/
device specialist. Table I presents the parameters
that were assessed at remote interrogation and/or
in-office ambulatory follow-up events.
Data regarding CV mortality, cardiovascular hospitalisations, institutional admissions for decompensated heart failure, ambulatory patient flow,
baseline characteristics, medications, and comorbidities were collected from patient files, remote
interrogations of the device, and from an integrated patient care information system of University of
Pécs. Data collection was performed in accordance
with international regulations regarding the protection of personal information and data. All subjects
gave their informed consent for inclusion before
they participated in the study. The study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki, and the protocol was approved by the Ethics
Committee of the University of Pécs (6600/2020).

Study endpoints
The primary objective of this study was to compare the CV mortality of remote-monitored patients

with patients on a conventional follow-up scheme.
Survival was assessed as the time from CRT-D implantation to a CV mortality event. Secondary endpoints were the number of cardiovascular hospitalisations, expressively the number of hospitalisations
for decompensated heart failure. Further secondary
endpoints were the total number of ambulatory visits, and the ratio of unnecessary ambulatory visits in
each patient group during follow-up.

Novel detection algorithm for worsening
heart failure in the remote monitoring group
Several parameters served as additional accessible information for the heart failure status
of the patient in the RM group during follow-up.
The PARTNERS HF prospective multi-centre observational study [11] published a combined heart
failure device algorithm for predicting an upcoming heart failure event. The algorithm consisted
of long atrial fibrillation duration (> 6 hours/day
for at least 1 day, without persistent AF), rapid
ventricular rate (daily average above 90/min for
at least 7 days), high thoracic fluid index (above
60 Ohms), low patient activity below 1 hour/
day over 7 days, high nocturnal ventricular rate
(> 85/min for 7 consecutive days), low heart rate
variability (< 60 ms for 7 days), low biventricular
pacing ratio (< 90% for 5 of 7 days), or at least
1 ventricular shock event. The algorithm was considered positive if a patient had 2 positive criteria
during a 1-month period. Vamos et al. [23] investigated thoracic fluid index alerts in a prospective
observational study and refined the PARTNERS HF
algorithm to a modified version, increasing the
algorithms specificity to 86.5% and sensitivity
to 93.8% in predicting an upcoming heat failure
event. In our study, the automated daily continuous remote monitoring method allowed assessment of patient activity level, ventricular heart rate
at rest, heart rate variability, intrathoracic impedance tendency, biventricular pacing ratio, and all

Table I. Parameters assessed at remote interrogation and in-office follow-up
Parameter type
Current rhythm diagnosis and pacemaker dependency

Therapy given for sustained ventricular arrhythmia
(anti-tachycardia pacing, ventricular shock)*

Mean ventricular heart rate*

Biventricular pacing ratio*

Battery lifetime expectancy

Inappropriate ventricular shock events*

Lead impedance/shock lead impedances

Review of device-triggered alert events*

Pacing thresholds for different electrodes

Patient activity level*

Sensing signal amplitude threshold for different electrodes

Heart rate variability*

All arrhythmia events (atrial arrhythmia burden, ventricular
extrasystoles, and other arrhythmia events)*

Intrathoracic impedance status*

*Parameters influencing heart failure status management.
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arrhythmia and anti-tachycardia therapy events.
In the CFU group, these data were only available
every 3-6 months at in-office follow-ups. Table II
compares refined PARTNERS HF criteria and our
institutional remote monitoring criteria for an upcoming decompensated heart failure event.
In our criteria system the major predictors for
a heart failure event were sustained ventricular
arrhythmia, ventricular appropriate or even inappropriate shock or anti-tachycardia pacing events,
and new-onset atrial fibrillation burden exceeding 6 hours for at least one day. Upon detection
of even 1 major criterion, patients were called in
for an unscheduled visit. Minor criteria were a decrease of thoracic impedance of at least 20% in
the last 7 days, a decrease of biventricular pacing
ratio below 90% in the last 7 days, a marked decrease (< 1 hour a day) of patient activity level in
the last 7 days, a marked decrease in heart rate
variability (< 60 ms) in a week, or an increased
resting ventricular heart rate for 7 days (> 90/min).
If no major but at least 2 minor RM criteria for
worsening heart failure state were positive at
remote interrogation, an immediate direct telephone consultation was made with the patient
and even minor symptoms associated with an impending cardio-circulatory decompensation were
interrogated. If the patient’s symptoms were positive, an unscheduled urgent in-office visit was
arranged. Unscheduled ambulatory visits had the
aim for a pre-emptive medical- or device-mediated intervention, thus preventing patients from
further deterioration and hospitalisation for decompensated heart failure. Our institutional criteria-protocol for screening remote monitored

patients with impeding status for decompensated
heart failure is shown in Figure 1.

Ambulatory visit definitions
Patient flow at our institute was assessed
with respect to all ambulatory visits in both patient groups, divided into scheduled, unscheduled
necessary, and unscheduled unnecessary ambulatory visit events. Scheduled ambulatory visits
were always in the form of a prearranged ambulatory appointment at least once a year in the RM
group and every 3 to 6 months in the CFU group.
Unscheduled ambulatory in-office visits only occurred in the RM group if at least 1 major RM criteria for heart failure or at least 2 minor criteria
with even modest heart failure symptoms at patient interrogation occurred. These patients were
urgently contacted, and a pre-emptive unscheduled ambulatory visit was arranged. Patients in
the CFU group were checked at scheduled visits;
unscheduled visits were only set up based on general physician referral, emergency physician referral, or severe patient complaints. Unscheduled
ambulatory visits qualified as unnecessary inoffice visits were visit events where no CRT-D device programme modifications, no new cardiovascular drug administration or dose modification,
and no subsequent therapy or cardiovascular hospitalisation were performed (Figure 1).

Statistical analysis
All follow-up variables were divided to categorical or continuous variables. Data are presented
as mean ± standard deviation for normally dis-

Table II. Comparison of refined PARTNERS HF [22] and remote monitoring criteria for predicting decompensated
heart failure events in our institute
Device parameter

Refined PARTNERS HF criteria [22]

Remote monitoring criteria for
decompensated heart failure event

Elevated thoracic fluid index (> 60 Ohm)

> 20% decrease in thoracic impedance
value for 7 days

AF > 6 h on at least one day
without persistent AF

New onset AF at least 6 h a day
without persistent AF

Ventricular rate during AF

AF > 24 h and daily average ventricular
rate during AF > 90/min

Not used

Average daily ventricular
heart rate

Not used

> 90/min for 7 consecutive days

Patient activity level

Lower average activity in the past 5 days

Lower average activity in the past 7 days

Nocturnal heart rate

Average night rate > 85/min, or elevated
with 20 over the past 5 days

Not used

Heart rate variability

< 60 ms every day for one week

< 60 ms every day for one week

< 90% in the past 5 days

< 90% in the past 7 days

Ventricular shock or anti-tachycardia
pacing events

Ventricular shock, anti-tachycardia
pacing events, or sustained ventricular
arrhythmias without therapy

Thoracic fluid index alert
New onset AF episode

Biventricular pacing ratio
Ventricular arrhythmias

AF – atrial fibrillation.
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Results
Patient populations

– Sustained ventricular
arrhytmia event*
– Ventricular shock or
antitachycardia pacing event*
– New onset atrial fibrillation
burden at least 6 hours a day*
– > 20% decrease in thoracic
impedance in 14 days
– Decrease of biventricular pace
ratio below 90% in 7 days
– Marked decrease in patient
activity level (1 h over past
7 days)
– Marked decrease in heart rate
variability in 7 days (< 60 ms)
– Increased average resting
ventricular heart rate (> 90/
min for 7 days)
At least 2 predictors present
OR 1 major predictor*

Direct phone contact to the patient interrogation
of complaints

Early detection of decompensated heart failure

Total of 88 CRT-D recipients were included in
the study. Patient baseline characteristics are
summarised in Table III. Despite patients being
non-randomised in this study, RM and CFU patient
groups did not differ significantly in most baseline features. There were no significant differences regarding patient age (59.7 vs. 69.6; p = 0.2),
female gender (12 vs. 7; p = 0.23), baseline left
ventricular ejection fraction (29.49 vs. 30.27;

p = 0.47), New York Heart Association (NYHA) functional class (2.82 vs. 2.88; p = 0.202), or number
of patients with left bundle branch block (LBBB)
morphology (42 vs. 40; p = 0.95) at the time of
device implantation. The 2 patient populations
showed no significant differences with respect to
anamnestic cardiovascular comorbidities, number
of ischaemic cardiomyopathies (25 vs. 25; p = 0.86),
paroxysmal or permanent atrial fibrillations (11 vs.
11; p = 0.9), chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (9 vs. 9; p = 0.499), chronic kidney disease
(CKD) stage 3 defined as glomerular filtration ratio
(GFR) between 60 ml/min and 30 ml/min (2 vs. 3;
p = 0.673). Patients with a GFR below 30 ml/min
were not included in this study. No significant
differences were seen at baseline cardiovascular
medical regime except for higher statin usage in
the RM group (23 vs. 13; p = 0.008), no difference in point of baseline heart failure medication
like ACE inhibitor/angiotensin receptor inhibitor
(37 vs. 37; p = 0.59), b receptor blocker (41 vs. 39;
p = 1.0), mineralocorticoid receptor antagonist
(31 vs. 24; p = 0.31), diuretics (40 vs. 39; p = 1.0),
and amiodarone (14 vs. 9; p = 0.377) usage. Anti
coagulant (20 vs. 26; p = 0.12) and antiplatelet
agent usage (22 vs. 20; p = 0.991) were also comparable at baseline in the RM and CFU groups.

Improved cardiovascular survival
and less hospitalisation for heart failure
in the remote monitoring group
Significantly lower CV mortality was observed
(1 vs. 6; p = 0.04) in the RM group during follow-up
(Figure 2). The Kaplan-Meier estimate of 1-year CV
mortality was 1.45% in the RM group and 6.92%

– Marked decrease in physical
activity tolerance
– Shortness of breath
on exertion/at rest
– Increased body weight
(> 3 kg/week)
– Signs of circulatory congestion

Unscheduled in-office follow-up

tributed continuous variables, median (25th and
75th percentiles) for non-normally distributed variables, or percentages for binary variables. Missing
data were not replaced; all available data were
used for sample distribution evaluation. Normality was checked with the Kolmogorov-Smirnov
test. For normally distributed data Student’s t-test
was used. The Mann-Whitney test was used for
inter-individual comparisons of continuous variables when normality was rejected. Categorical
variables were compared with the chi-square or
Fisher’s exact test. For cardiovascular survival
analysis we applied Kaplan-Meier survival curve
estimation with log rank test and Cox’s regression
with forward selection. Statistical analysis was
performed using IBM SPSS statistical software version 25.0. (Armonk, NY, IBM Corp.). Post hoc power
analysis was performed for the primary endpoint
outcome (cardiovascular mortality) based on Kaplan-Meier survival analysis using Stata version
15 (StataCorp. 2017. Stata Statistical Software:
Release 15. College, TX: StataCorp LLC.). The level
of significancy was defined as p < 0.05.

Necessary visit:
– diuretic medication
– cardviovascular drug dose
modification/administration
– CRT programme modification
– subsequent hospitalisation
Unnecessary visit:
– no new cardiovascular drug
administration or dose
modification
– no CRT programme
modification
– no subsequent hospitalisation

At least 1 complaint present
OR major predictor present

Figure 1. Institutional remote monitoring protocol for early detection of decompensated heart failure in cardiac resynchronisation therapy-defibrillator-implanted heart failure patients. Major predictors for impeding heart failure
event were marked as *. At least two minor criteria positivity resulted in direct patient contact
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Table III. Comparison of baseline patient characteristics
Characteristic

RM group (n = 45)

CFU group (n = 43)

P-value

59.7 (10.6)

62.6 (10.5)

0.200

12 (26.7)

7 (16.3)

0.230

Left ventricular ejection fraction (%),
mean (SD)

29.49 (5.1)

30.27 (4.4)

0.471

NYHA class, mean (SD)

2.82 (0.71)

2.88 (1.41)

0.202

II, n (%)

15 (33.3)

9 (20.9)

III, n (%)

23 (51.1)

30 (69.8)

IV, n (%)

7 (15.6)

4 (9.3)

Left bundle branch block, n (%)

42 (93.3)

40 (93.0)

0.950

Ischemic aetiology, n (%)

25 (55.5)

25 (58.1)

0.860

Hypertension, n (%)

35 (77.8)

35 (81.4)

0.674

Diabetes, n (%)

17 (37.8)

13 (30.2)

0.821

Hyperlipidaemia, n (%)

11 (24.4)

8 (18.6)

0.543

COPD, n (%)

6 (13.3)

8 (18.6)

0.499

Chronic kidney disease, n (%)

2 (4.4)

3 (6.9)

0.673

11 (24.4)

11 (25.6)

0.900

b-receptor blockers, n (%)

41 (91.1)

39 (90.7)

1.000

ACEi/ARB, n (%)

37 (82.2)

37 (86.0)

0.590

MRA, n (%)

31 (68.9)

24 (55.8)

0.310

Diuretics, n (%)

40 (88.9)

39 (90.7)

1.000

Amiodarone, n (%)

14 (31.1)

9 (20.9)

0.377

Anticoagulants, n (%)

20 (44.4)

26 (60.5)

0.120

Antiplatelet agent, n (%)

22 (48.9)

20 (46.5)

0.991

Statin, n (%)

27 (60.0)

13 (30.2)

0.008

Age [years], mean (SD)
Female, n (%)

Atrial fibrillation, n (%)
Medications at the time
of implantation

NYHA class – New York Heart Association class, COPD – chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, ACEi – angiotensin-converting-enzyme
inhibitor, ARB – angiotensin-receptor blocker, MRA – mineralocorticoid-receptor-antagonist.

in the CFU group. Notably, post hoc power analysis
with a 2-sided α of 5% and a statistical power of
88% was obtained for CV survival outcome.
Potential parameters for predicting CV mortality were divided into 3 parameter subgroups.
Relevant patient baseline characteristics, follow-up parameters, and medication factors were
analysed for predicting CV mortality in our patient cohort. Cox-regression analysis showed
that, among baseline characteristics, NYHA class
(HR = 2.69; 95% CI: 0.01–7.17; p = 0.047) was an
independent predictor. Among follow-up factors,
only the occurrence of a hospitalisation event for
decompensated heart failure (HR = 3.24; 95% CI:
1.19–8.84; p = 0.022) was a significant, independent predictor for CV mortality. Other clinically
relevant factors like female sex, ischaemic heart
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failure aetiology, baseline left ventricular ejection
fraction, relevant cardiovascular comorbidities,
ventricular shock events, unscheduled ambulatory
visit events, baseline medical regime, or even remote monitoring follow-up method were not independent predictors of CV mortality in our patient
cohorts (Figure 3).
Although cardiovascular hospitalisations (37 vs.
46; p = 0.076) or the number of in-hospital spent
days did not differ significantly (245 vs. 346;
p = 0.35), in terms of hospitalisation events for decompensated heart failure we noted a significant
difference, with the RM group performing better
(8 vs. 29; p = 0.046).
Echocardiographic control for evaluation of left
ventricular function was reassessed 6-12 months
after device implantation. No differences were
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seen in control of left ventricular ejection fraction between the 2 observed groups (33.1 vs. 32.2;
p = 0.91) (Table IV).

Institutional admissions for novel or high-ventricular rate atrial fibrillation treatment, cumulative ventricular arrhythmias/ventricular shocks,
or general check-up prior to heart transplantation
were registered in both groups. We noted a trend
for higher count in the RM group in atrioventricular node ablation procedures and other device-related operative procedures: 4 pacing electrode
change/repositioning and 4 pocket haematoma
evacuations were performed in the RM group,
whereas 2 pacing electrode change/repositioning
and 1 pocket haematoma evacuation in the CFU
group were performed (Figure 4).
Comparable results were seen between the
2 groups regarding incidence of ventricular arrhythmias (243 vs. 205; p = 0.067) or ICD therapeutic response to arrhythmia (anti-tachycardia
pacing (114 vs. 81; p = 0.876), appropriate ventricular shocks (100 vs. 88; p = 0.23)) respectively;
even the count of inappropriate ventricular shocks
(11 vs. 13; p = 0.83) or patient number affected
by inappropriate shocks (4 vs. 3; p = 0.74) did not
differ markedly (Table IV).

Effectivity of institutional ambulatory care
During median 30 months of follow-up 38,521
daily remote transmissions were made, and 93%
of remote transmissions were successful in the
RM group. Detection algorithm positivity for major/minor predictors of an upcoming decompensated heart failure event were assessed weekly with the help of competent nursing staff and
an onsite device/heart failure specialist.
Significant results were seen in connection
with ambulatory patient flow. During a 2-year
follow-up period, there were significantly fewer
(as much as 39% lower) total ambulatory in-office
visits (161 vs. 263; p < 0.01) in the RM group as
compared to the CFU group. A numerically higher
number was observable with respect to unscheduled ambulatory visit events in RM group (36 vs. 22;
p = 0.167), but this difference was not statistically
significant. The number of unscheduled unnecessary ambulatory visits was significantly lower in
the RM group (6 vs. 19; p = 0.012). Figure 5 shows
the improved efficacy of ambulatory patient flow
in the remote monitoring group.
In the RM arm, of those 30 unscheduled necessary ambulatory visits, 27 in-office patient evaluations were arranged because of worsening heart
failure alert positivity seen during remote trans-

0.9
Cumulative survival

Hospitalisation, arrhythmias,
and defibrillator therapy

1.0

0.8
0.7
Log rank: p = 0.04
0.6
0.5
0.4

Estimated survival time (mean (CI)):
RM group: 23.75 (23.27–24.23)
CFU group: 21.45 (19.54–23.37)
0

5

10
15
Time [months]
CFU group
RM group

Pts. at risk
RM
45
CFU
43

45
37

45
36

39
35

20

25

35
33

31
32

Figure 2. Kaplan-Meier estimation of cardiovascular mortality. Significantly better cardiovascular
survival (1 vs. 6 cases; p = 0.04) was observed
in the remote monitoring patient group after 25
months of investigation
RM group – remote monitoring group, CFU group –
conventional follow-up group

missions using our institutional algorithm. Twenty
of 27 patients required higher diuretic dose because of circulatory congestion and/or meaningful decrease in thoracic impedance value, but only
8 patients required hospitalisation for decompensated heart failure, severe dyspnoea, cardio-respiratory failure, or severe congestion signs.
Eighteen patients required further cardiovascular medication modification, and only 4 required
significant CRT device program modifications in
ambulatory settings.
Six patients had novel atrial fibrillation burden
exceeding 6 hours with rapid ventricular rate and
low biventricular pacing ratio. All the 6 patients
required hospitalisation, and 3 patients required
further hospitalisation for atrioventricular node
ablation procedure as a consequence of medically
refractory high ventricular rate atrial fibrillation.
All patients required hospitalisation with major
ventricular sustained arrhythmia and > 1 inappropriate/appropriate ventricular shocks.

Discussion
This study sought to evaluate the impact of
a novel remote monitoring heart failure detection
algorithm, designed for an automated daily transmission-based remote monitoring system.
Our RM detection algorithm seems to show efficacy at improving advanced heart failure patient
survival, decreasing heart failure-related hospitalisations and institutional ambulatory patient
burden beneath more effective in-office patient
care even in our pilot study with moderate patient
cohorts.
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A
Follow-up factors

OR

95% CI

P-value

Remote monitoring

0.882

0.251–3.095

0.845

Successful ventricular shock

1.012

0.819–1.25

0.915

Inappropriate ventricular shock

0.340

0.029–3.985

0.39

Hospitalisation for heart failure

3.238

1.186–8.844

0.022

Unsceduled ambulatory visit

1.310

0.362–4.741

0.681

OR

95% CI

P-value

Age

0.932

0.645–1.234

0.985

Female sex

1.896

0.556–6.463

0.307

LVEF

1.035

0.926–1.157

0.543

Ischemic etiology

1.438

0.407–5.082

0.573

NYHA class

2.697

1.014–7.179

0.047

Hypertension

2.632

0.578–11.979

0.211

Diabetes mellitus

0.907

0.279–2.946

0.871

Dyslipidaemia

0.317

0.034–2.989

0.316

COPD

0.540

0.113–2.574

0.439

Chronic kidney disease

2.773

0.298–25.777

0.370

OR

95% CI

P-value

ACEi/ARB

1.909

0.23–15.868

0.549

BB

1.192

0.096–14.851

0.891

MRA

0.459

0.137–1.54

0.207

Amiodarone

0.243

0.03–1.934

0.181

Anticoagulant

2.921

0.829–10.30

0.095

Statin

0.853

0.285–2.559

0.777

Antiplatelet agent

2.683

0.727–9.901

0.138
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Figure 3. Variable regression analysis for predictors of mortality in 3 parameter groups (follow-up parameters (A),
baseline characteristics (B), medications (C)). Analysis for cardiovascular mortality predictors was performed in
3 different parameter groups (A, B, C). New York Heart Association class (p = 0.047) and hospitalisation event for decompensated heart failure (p = 0.022) were significant predictors of cardiovascular mortality in our patient cohorts
LVEF – left ventricular ejection fraction, NYHA – New York Heart Association, COPD – chronic obstructive pulmonary disease,
ACEi – angiotensin-converting-enzyme inhibitor, ARB – angiotensin-receptor-antagonist, BB – b-receptor blocker, MRA – mineralo
corticoid-receptor-antagonist.

The daily data transmission-based algorithm
seems important in improving patient outcomes,
because tele-monitoring algorithms, typically with
weekly data transmission (MORE CARE study),
failed to prove the benefit of remote monitoring
in heart failure patients [14].
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Implant-based automatic daily multi-parameter
tele-monitoring of CIED patients with heart failure (IN-TIME study) first showed survival benefit
in the remote monitoring arm in a patient group
consisting of dual-chamber ICD- or CRT-D-implanted patients. The RM system transmitted data on
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Table IV. Follow-up-related results
Characteristic

RM group (n = 45)

CFU group (n = 43)

P-value

30 (20-39)

24 (16-33)

0.06

1 (2.2)

6 (13.9)

0.04

Cardiovascular hospitalisation events, n

37

46

0.76

Days spent for cardiovascular hospitalisations, n

245

346

0.35

Hospitalisation events for decompensated heart
failure, n

8

29

0.046

Total ambulatory visits, n

161

263

<0.01

Unscheduled ambulatory visits, n

36

22

0.167

Unscheduled unnecessary ambulatory visits, n

6

19

0.012

Sustained ventricular arrhythmias, n

243

205

0.067

Anti-tachycardia pacing events, n

114

81

0.876

Appropriate, successful ventricular shocks, n

100

88

0.23

Inappropriate ventricular shocks, n

11

13

0.83

Patients with inappropriate ventricular shocks, n (%)

4 (8.8%)

3 (6.9%)

0.74

Biventricular pace ratio (%), mean (± SD)

98.9 (8.0)

98.7 (6.6)

0.93

Control left ventricular ejection fraction (%),
mean (± SD)

33.1 (9.69)

32.2 (11.1)

0.91

Follow-up time [months], median (IQR)
Cardiovascular mortality, n (%)

daily basis; thus, the opportunity for closer heart
failure status monitoring and management was
given as compared to conventional care. The RM
was associated with a 60% relative decrease in
1-year CV mortality in the IN-TIME trial; however,
the RM group and the control group did not differ
significantly for the number of hospital admissions for worsening heart failure [13].

In a recent meta-analysis by Klersy et al., RM
follow-up failed to show a decrease in the total
number of cardiovascular hospitalisations, but
RM was associated with a reduction in total ambulatory visit count [15]. In another meta-analysis,
Parthiban et al. demonstrated comparable allcause mortality, cardiovascular mortality, and hospitalisation outcomes in ICD patients with RM or
300
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Figure 4. Distribution of cardiovascular hospitalisation events during follow-up. Higher number
of hospitalisations for worsening heart failure is
observable in the CFU group (8 vs. 29, p = 0.046).
There were no significant differences regarding other cardiac or device-related hospitalisation events

Number of ambulatory visit
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Figure 5. Ambulatory follow-up burden in the 2 patient cohorts. Ambulatory patient flow graph
shows a total 39% (161 vs. 263) reduction of ambulatory admissions between the 2 patient groups
(p < 0.01). A significantly lower (6 vs. 19; p = 0.012)
number of unnecessary ambulatory patient admissions was also observed
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conventional follow-up. However, a decrease in allcause mortality was observed in those trials using
RM systems with daily data transmission [16].
The latest meta-analysis consisting of 3 large
trials (TRUST, ECOST, IN-TIME) all with automated daily transmission-based remote monitoring
in heart failure CIED patients showed a reduced
composite endpoint of worsening heart failure
hospitalisations and cardiovascular death; however, unscheduled in-office visit numbers were
not lower in the RM-followed group [25]. None of
the above-mentioned trials and meta-analyses reported improved cardiovascular patient survival,
decreased hospitalisation rate for heart failure, or
decreased institutional ambulatory burden with
improved efficacy of the ambulatory care in the
same remote-monitored advanced heart failure
CIED patient population.
Nowadays, in spite of advanced multi-parameter RM techniques, evidence is still lacking regarding optimisation of early detection and fast
intervention of CIED patients with higher risk of
an impeding heart failure event, but previous literature has applicable data on several monitored
parameters. Modern devices capable of measuring the patient’s intrathoracic fluid status accelerate the early detection of patients with impending
decompensated heart failure status. Thoracic impedance value change is the most widely studied
factor, but evidence is lacking regarding optimal
intervention thresholds for different device manufacturers. Intrathoracic fluid status is measured
continuously by the implanted device in the form
of intrathoracic impedance. As intrathoracic fluid
accumulates, the intrathoracic impedance value
decreases [25–29]. Although the predictive value
of this parameter is well established in the literature, a single heart failure parameter alone seems
to be too weak in daily practice to enable early
and effective clinical intervention. PARTNERS HF
[11] and modified PARTNERS HF criteria [23] both
use a multi-parameter monitoring algorithm with
monthly review to define patients with higher risk
for heart failure decompensation. In these studies,
a decrease in thoracic impedance value defines
a higher risk patient group for an upcoming heart
failure event. Furthermore, additional lower patient activity level, increased nocturnal ventricular
heart rate, and suboptimal biventricular pacing
ratio seemed to be the best independent predictors for heart failure events in patients with elevated intrathoracic fluid status [23]. We adapted
modified PARTNERS HF criteria to Biotronik CRT
defibrillators capable of daily remote transmission and refined the prediction criteria based on
well-documented previous literature and clinical
experience.
Major predictors were sustained ventricular
arrhythmia and ventricular shock events. More
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than one ventricular arrhythmia and/or ventricular
shock event independently and strongly affected
patient survival of advanced systolic heart failure
patients with ICD; thus, urgent unscheduled in-office patient evaluation seems substantial in this
clinical situation [30, 31]. New-onset atrial fibrillation burden exceeding 6 hours and higher ventricular rate are often the cause of lower biventricular
pace ratio, functional worsening, and deterioration of heart failure status in CRT implanted patients [13].
Minor detection criteria prediction thresholds
were optimised to have adequate sensitivity
for the detection of impeding decompensation
events. In the case of at least 2 minor criteria positivity and fast consultation and interrogation of
even minor patient complaints seemed to improve
the ability for pre-emptive adequate HF therapy
in these patients. Minor criteria like elevated resting ventricular heart rate and sudden decrease in
heart rate variability are important markers of autonomic response in advanced heart failure, and
both parameters correlate with worse clinical outcomes, increased count of heart failure events, and
cardiovascular death [32–34]. According to current
guidelines for cardiac resynchronisation therapy,
the biventricular pacing ratio of patients should be
optimally as close to 100% as possible. Markedly
decreased biventricular pacing ratio (e.g. < 80% for
48 hours in IN-TIME study) was one of the main
findings for an upcoming heart failure event in different trials [13, 23, 35].
It should be noted that besides well-defined
parameter thresholds in the case of decreased patient activity, heart rate variability, and increased
resting ventricular heart rate, it is almost impossible to define the exact intervention threshold, and
a patient-individualised clinical decision should be
proposed.
In our RM cohort, the remote monitoring followup method was not an independent predictor for
patient cardiovascular mortality in our investigation; however can be assumed that the lower
count of hospitalisation for decompensated heart
failure observed in the RM group may directly and
independently play an important role in lower cardiovascular mortality compared to conventionally
followed patients.
Several national and international studies have
dealt with the cost-effectiveness of remote monitoring. These studies revealed a significant reduction in costs for the health care system, primarily
via the reduction in the costs of institutional ambulatory burden and in-office care services [18–22,
36]. As seen in the MORE CARE study [14], during
a median 25-month follow-up, a clearly significant
41% decrease in expected ambulatory patient
flow was observable at the health care institution,
and the RM group had a significantly higher num-
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ber of unscheduled ambulatory in-office patient
evaluations. In spite of the above findings, with
the use of our remote monitoring detection algorithm a significant (nearly 39%) reduction in total
ambulatory flow in the RM group was observed,
and there was a numerically higher but not significantly increased number of unscheduled visits in
the RM group (36 vs. 22; p = 0.167), but unscheduled in-office visits had a higher ratio of clinically
necessary patient evaluations (30 vs. 3 events),
mainly driven by pre-emptive medical and device-related ambulatory interventions preventing
patients from further worsening of heart failure
status and subsequent hospitalisation. These
findings suggest that unscheduled unnecessary
visits have been minimised during RM follow-up,
and it is mostly due to higher sensitivity for clinically relevant events. These results let us conclude
that there is an increased effectiveness of institutional ambulatory care in this patient group.
Furthermore, this novel RM-based follow-up algorithm seems to have the ability to replace most
routine ambulatory visits that would not require
any intervention.
We should note that RM requires good patient
adherence to follow-up and therapy. Improving
adherence in this patient group is important to
improve clinical outcomes and quality of life [37].
COVID-19 (corona virus disease 2019) accelerated the need for eligible heart failure patient
monitoring systems for patients with or without
a cardiac implanted device. Achieving appropriate
social distancing during lockdowns but still the
possibility for close heart failure monitoring became essential for these patients. Tele-monitoring
and “virtual visit” events have gained in importance in the last months of the pandemic. Several HF management-guiding principles have been
recommended from experts in the field recently
[38, 39]. Remote monitoring-mediated follow-up
became more prominent in the last few months,
and it will potentially play a valuable role in the
follow-up of advanced heart failure CIED patients
in the near future.
There are some limitations to address in our
pilot study. Our 2 patient cohorts were selected
retrospectively from our single university institute centre in Hungary. Patient cohorts consisted
of 45 vs. 43 patients, and further patient enrolment to increase the sample size and statistical
power was limited. However, it should be emphasised that post hoc power analysis of the primary
outcome revealed 88% power and for secondary
endpoint outcome – 99% with a 5% value of a.
This investigation was a non-randomised observational study. Remote transmission device availability and patient’s decision for remote monitoring follow-up should be taken into consideration

when we assess outcomes. Allocation to the RM
follow-up arm of the study could improve patient
adherence to medication and health improvement
targets. These factors might improve outcomes in
the RM group, although the 2 selected patient
groups did not differ significantly in the most important clinical baseline features.
In conclusion, a novel heart failure detection
algorithm based on modified PARTNERS HF criteria adapted to automated, daily data transmission-based remote monitoring-mediated follow-up, early patient contact, and intervention
before an impeding heart failure event seemed to
be associated with a lower number of heart failure
hospitalisations as well as decreased institutional
in-office follow-up burden and more efficient ambulatory care.
In our pilot study, remote monitoring-mediated follow-up played a role in the improvement of
cardiovascular mortality outcomes compared to
conventionally followed CRT-D patients. Further
randomised trials with major patient populations
are needed to confirm the results observed in our
study.
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